Brand New "Mickey Ship" damaged beyond repair from a fire in the waist. Robert Altman photo 484th BG

B J Milners crew 825 Sq From left top row: D O Christenson, (N); B J Milner, (P); B A Timbrook, (B); and C W Kerr,(C/P). Bottom row: L V Real, (T/G); C F Lake,(B/G); R W Bell, (U/G); J Killian, (R/O); B Miller,(N/G); and A S Lopez (E/G).

Center left: Ships #61, and #65, 826 Sq showing the slightly nose attitude that most heavily loaded B-24s were flown to take advantage of lift from the fuselage. Robert A Harrison photo 825.

Bottom right: unknown personnel. Robert Altman photo 484 BG
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